2020 Leadership Team Announced
Prepared for the Next Level of Growth

Jennifer Jackson is the Area Director with AmeriGas, and has been working in the propane industry since 2005. She began her career in propane marketing and distribution at Ferrellgas, starting in customer service, where her dedication, work ethic, and critical thinking skills provided many advancement opportunities. Jennifer has held positions throughout the industry in Service and Delivery Routing, District Manager, Area Manager, Regional Vice President, and her current role today as an Area Director. Jennifer is an active member of the WIP Leadership team, a certified DISC trainer for “DISC on The Road,” and served as Project Manager for the Knowledge Exchange Mentoring Program, as well as several NPGA committees.

FAQs—DISC ON THE ROAD
Answers to your frequently asked questions regarding expert DISC® training that travels to your place of business:

Who are the trainers? Expert trainers are certified in DISC Profile and DISC Assessment.

How do we set up a training date? Email WIP@npga.org to receive a packet of information. A coordinator will schedule your specific date and training, confirmed by a signed proposal and contract.

Is there a minimum number to hold a training? We find small group discussions to be extremely beneficial for the learning environment!

Why is DISC behavior profiling effective? By using the extremely accurate personal profiles learners are able to immediately engage into activities and dialogue that are specifically tailored to them.

How long does a DISC training take? Training is facilitated by two expert Trainers in a 4 hour period at your business or chosen venue.